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PRESS RELEASE 

Relaunch of Rebelle.com  

Hamburg, June 26th 2018 – A modern look, more content and personal service 

– just in time of the fifth anniversary, Rebelle presents itself in a fresh and user-

friendly design. With the new website in five languages, the re-commerce 

professional differentiates even more from competitors and focuses on 

country-specific tailor-made content to increase its global reach and brand 

awareness. The Europe-wide relaunch was fully implemented in-house.  

 
To sharpen the brand image, the full-service marketplace for second-hand 

designer fashion has developed a new 'look and feel'. "Our goal was to create 

an individual and modern buying and selling experience, that is attractive and 

functional on the one hand and makes the Rebelle world exciting and tangible 

on the other," explains Cecile Wickmann, CEO and founder of Rebelle - 

StyleRemains GmbH. The wide range of designer originals from over 600 

international brands is now presented in a clear and more personal way: "Our 

customers can now find even faster what they are looking for, but at the same 

time, they get inspired by fresh content and styling suggestions." 

 

More personal service and content 

From now on, customers can use the "my size" option to easily find those 

designer pieces that suit them in the world of individual items. The editorial 

journal comes to the fore even more and offers content around vintage and 

high-end second-hand fashion. Inside the new “Shop her closet” category 

influencers such as Xenia Overdose, OhhCouture or Lisa Hahnbrück sell their 

favourite pre-loved designer pieces. Also, Rebelle is launching a help center 

with a new scout tool, where customers can ask and easily find answers to the 

most common questions. “We would like to make the visit on www.rebelle.com 

a unique experience with clear added value for our customers," says Wickmann. 



 
"Fashion fades, only style remains." 

 

 

Adult design 

A clean typography, a new visual language and an open, modern page layout 

give the website a mature and clean look. State-of-the-art elements in web and 

page design increase the usability for users. With a powerful search function 

and simple and intuitive navigation, customers can easily find their desired 

products within the versatile Rebelle product portfolio of over 120,000 unique 

designer items with just a few clicks. Top products are now shown on models 

or influencer photos. 

 

New shop system 

For the technological basis of the new marketplace, a single-page application 

based on React-JS was implemented. "Our new website is technically based on 

a whole new setup. This not only brings a strong performance gain, but also 

more flexibility in playing and displaying a personalized product offering," says 

Cécile Wickmann. The optimizations in the front-end were accompanied by 

changes in the back-end, whereby the general performance was increased and 

content can be played out more targeted. "Our customers deserve the best 

shopping experience, no matter when, where and from what device they visit 

our website." 
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